1997 ford f250 light duty

It has a 7. It starts right up and runs great. No noise or leaks. It has an automatic transmission
that was recently rebuilt with new everything. The paint is in really good condition with only a
scratch or two and some rock chips. As you can see, it is very nice for its age. Power stearing,
power brakes. Slider, dual tanks, body side tool box. A fabulous survivor, number matching,
very original. Starts and drives excellent. Seven yr old body and paint, starting to show it's age.
Kenwood, alpine, JL with CD and bluetooth. Included is complete 6 inch Sky Tacker lift with 4
leaf springs, Ansen 5 slog mags on Goodyear 37's. This could be the finest unmolested '78 on
the planet! This was a complete frame off restoration, the frame was sandblasted sprayed with
POR 15 then painted. The seats are all new valour with vinyl trim. All new fuel system,
tank,sender,lines fuel pump etc.. All new brakes system includes
pads,rotors,drums,shoes,wheel cylinders, lines etc.. The hood,front fenders and front doors are
all original to the truck. The engine was replaced with a rebuilt with a 4 barrel carburator. The
original C-6 transmission was rebuilt. We are pleased to bring to the true, hardworking, good ole
boy that wants a truck that will work all day and still get him a dance at the bar at night! This
rugged, mean and beefy F is one that demands attention and respect from all. It was recently
professionally restored painted in Dark Brown Metallic and Wimbledon white two tone. The
truck was given a spray in bedliner at time of restoration. The front and rear glass is new along
with new gaskets. The fancy XLT trim remains in excellent condition. The seat was recovered
and was also give new carpet, new headliner, new dash pad, and new door sill plates. Comfort
options include cruise control, air conditioning and tilt steering column. The 4v v8 engine fires
to life with the turn of a key and the C 6 transmission shifts smoothly as it should. The truck has
dual tanks, and both are in working order. It is such a great classic example of American made
trucks. Drives great and well maintained. Odometer is reading 70k. Very well maintained truck.
The interior is in excellent shape. No rips, tears, or stains. Everything works as it should. Very
comfortable truck. It has the old school crank windowsâ€¦its a real truck. The exterior is in
perfect shape. The two tone color scheme looks great, one of my favorites. The body and paint
is perfect, paint job was just completed. The underbody is in excellent shape as well.
Underbody was professionally painted. Has a plastic bed liner. The drivetrain is the iconic 5.
The transmission is manual 4 speed. Transmission shifts great. The truck is a blast to drive. It
runs and drives very well. It has a good ride to it and is sure to get attention wherever its driven.
The Wide Body Ford Truck Styling is one of the most iconic and classic American truck styles,
and is easily adaptable to restoration, custom, street rod, pro-street, and pro-touring styling.
The exterior Burgundy paint is very clean and has a nice shine to it, which is contrasted by the
Matte Black bumpers and Running Boards. The black vinyl seat and headliner are new and in
great shape, and two black vinyl door panel covers are included with the sale but not shown as
the painted door look is our preference for this model. The truck runs and drives great on small
backroads or on the highway, and stays cool with its modern aluminum radiator. Overall this is
a great running driving truck that is ready for the road or your local car show. This is a must see
its one owner, well maintained and never been in an accident!!! If you want a Diesel truck this is
as clean as they get everything works no mechanical issues! Navigation system, factory sub
woofer MP3 stereo, digital dual climate control, and in dash trailer brake control, power moon
roof, and even has the electric cab heater for the winter, key less entry, factory auto start, bed
extender, with step tail gate and too many more to list. Call with any questions please no low
ball offers this is a good truck and worth the money. I have the title in hand and am ready to sell.
All maintenance has been done properly routine motor craft fuel filter changes, and oil changes
every miles always used synthetic oil. It has a 6 inch lift with Skyjacker Nitro shocks and new
leaf springs. A custom steel front bumper with a winch and built in HID lights. The Silver paint
was expertly laid and looks beautiful. Inside, all new interior was installed with two vinyl bench
seats, new carpet, panels, dash and LED lighting really giving this truck a more modern
appearance. The F is literally brand new, with test miles only. Don't spend the money to do a full
blown restoration when you can buy it for a fraction of the price, already completed. I am the
second owner of this truck and I have only used it as a weekend pleasure vehicle. I have
another truck that I drive daily and this one is usually parked under a car cover throughout the
work week. The original owners were an elderly couple from Alabama who only used it to pull
their travel trailer around until they had to sell it for health reasons. It has never been wrecked,
smoked in, or abused in any way. It remains in almost showroom condition inside and out. It is
completely stock and original with the exception of the aftermarket reuseable air filter kit I
installed about miles ago. It has never had any chip or programmer installed in it. The oil and
filter has been changed every miles with a factory Motorcraft filter and Motorcraft oil. The fuel
filters have been changed every other oil change with factory Motorcraft filters. The original
front windshield is still intact with no cracks. There are no dings or damage anywhere on the
truck with the exception of one small nick at the bottom of the driver's door see picture. This is

a super clean well maintained truck that won't disappoint. I have not had a minutes trouble with
the truck since the day I bought it. It runs perfect and is a pleasure to drive. Runs great and gets
tons of attention. Bump stops are installed on front but can be removed. Has a upgraded high
pressure oil pump and a EGR delete that is why the check engine light is on Air ride is
controlled by Accuair ride level kit. Truck has ride sensors on it. Rims and tires have 5, miles on
them. The rims are 22x12 fuel nutz and the tires are 40x The truck is fine to drive, The reason for
the purchase was because of those big tires in a tight spot the hydraulic steering is supposed
to really help with that. As well as helping with the truck from wanting to occasionally walk with
that wide of tires. I did sometimes pull a trailer with it. It pulled the 24' enclosed trailer with a lb
car no issues. Has been regeared to ratio. Has a edge tuner on it but i never turned it up, just
used it for a tow setting. The interior is in great shape. Has AMP research retractable steps to
allow easy access in and out. Fox Stabilizer bar in front. Gun Metal Gray. Body is straight. No
rust. Zero rot. One moderate ding on left rear door and scrape on right quarter panel. Powered
by a 7. Has a 10 inch lift. Rolling Big Power kit which includeds rims, exhaust, intake, and grill.
Has edge chip. Has an automatic let out step. Mileage on truck is , Has touch screen deck with
three 10 inch kickers. The whole system is Alpine except for the kickers. Power windows and
power door locks. Keyless remote entry with alarm. Cruise control is disconnected because of
the edge chip. Tilt wheel with power steering. Brand new tires which cost bucks each. New
windshield and new drivelines, front and rear. Dual airbags and power seats. Air conditioning is
nice and cold. Heat works great. All gauges, lights, horn, wipers, and turn signals all functional.
Check engine gauge stays on because of edge chip. Interior perfect with center console and 2
cupholders. Complete tow package. Rolling Big Power front grill. Sliding rear window. Does
have hook for t. As a third vehicle, we rarely drove it. The car has been garaged and driven in
nice weather on weekends only since I have owned the vehicle. The car has never been in an
accident, it is completely original stock condition and has not been modified. The car does not
require anything and is ready to be driven and enjoyed. Mileage: 89, miles Engine: 8 Cylinder 4.
Register Login. Account Info Login Register Help. All rights reserved. Read also: recent
reviews, test drives, automotive trends and the latest news from the world of cars. I wanted to
write a little about this car because I'm sure I'll often compare it in future posts to my eventual
Ford Escape. When I first took possession, it had about , kilometers already, it was in great
shape, a single owner, regular maintenance was done at the dealership and it was mostly
highway mileage on record. I had my doubts about the reliability of American vehicles, my dad.
If you think the Ford Focus ST doesn't have quite enough punch, but the has RS a little too
much, you might be in luck. Ford appears to be preparing something in between. This Ford
Focus ST was spied testing on the roads around the Nurburgring with some apparent upgrades.
Never mind the dual red racing stripes running up the hood and along the roof â€” what we're
interested in are the. The Ford F Raptor is the most anticipated new truck of the coming year
sorry, Honda Ridgeline. We know it has at least horsepower with the twin-turbo 3. We know it
comes in Supercab and Supercrew versions. We know it has a sweet Baja mode for desert
running. And as of earlier this week you can order one from your local Ford dealer. That means
we also know the. Update: Ford sent us more info about the Focus RS Rallycross, and there are
now two additional images in the gallery. The engine is a 2. You can see the full specs in the
release below. Ken Block and his Hoonigan Racing Division team will use their close
relationship with Ford to enter two. Need Help Finding a Part? The right fit. Tire Rack makes it
easy when you shop by vehicle. Read more about: Popular News. Contacts Google Sitemap.
Related News: Duty f ford heavy Ford f heavy duty parts Ford f light duty Ford f abs light 97
Ford f light duty Ford f light duty specs. My Ford Escape 2. Ford recalls over 8, vehicles in three
campaigns. United States drivers buying fewer Mexican-made cars. Fuse box diagram fuse
layout , location and assignment of fuses and relays Ford F Light Duty , , If electrical parts in
your vehicle are not working, the system may have been overloaded and blown a fuse or tripped
a circuit breaker. Before you replace or repair any electrical parts, check the appropriate fuses
or circuit breakers. To check a fuse, look at the silver-colored band inside the fuse. If the band
is broken or melted, replace the fuse. The fuse panel is located below and to the left of the
steering wheel by the brake pedal. Pull the panel cover outward to access the fuses. To remove
a fuse use the fuse puller tool provided on the fuse panel cover. Necessary cookies are
absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies
that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not
store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the
website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Always disconnect the battery before
servicing high current fuses. Always replace a fuse with one that has the specified amperage

rating. Using a fuse with a higher amperage rating ca
ford ranger odometer
electric hot water heater wiring diagram
smart junction box ford fusion 2006
n cause severe wire damage and could start a fire. Never replace a broken fuse with anything
other than a new fuse. Use always an intact fuse of the same color. If a fuse blows again contact
a qualified service center. Main Page. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as
they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party
cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be
stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these
cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing
experience. Necessary Always Enabled. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

